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Overview
When Saco Rienk DeBoer bought this un-subdivided block in 1920, he was following in the footsteps of
Benjamin Hammar, who claimed the original homestead in 1866, and Frederick Johns, who built one of
south Denver's earliest farmhouses just a decade later. Over time, DeBoer added a garden showcase, an
office, a small cottage, a mural studio, and a mid-century ranch to this private park estate. After thirty
years, DeBoer subdivided the land to recoup business expenses, but he retained the collection of southerly
lots for another 24 years until his death. In recognition of the District's influence on Denver parks, arts,
and planning design, a group of long-term resident-owners submit this landmark application.

Historic Properties
S. R. DeBoer's "Home of the Plans" (1948)

John Thompson's "House in the Woods" (1937)

Historical significance: Famed landscape architect and city planner S R DeBoer lived on this site for
more than half a century (1920-1974) in one of Denver's oldest extant homes. The site also contained
DeBoer's office headquarters, where he created and designed plantings and conceived plans for cities
throughout the West. Developing an artistic refuge, he rented the Cottage to noted local artists, held
sessions for the Denver Atelier, and built a mural studio for John Edward Thompson – the man known as
"dean of Colorado painters" who helped bring modern art to Denver.
Architectural significance: This five-structure district includes distinctive elements such as a unique art
studio designed by Arthur Fisher for mural painting, a Tudor tower designed by Lester Varian and
DeBoer, and a wooden farmhouse which exists among the fifteen oldest structures in Denver. The
principles of Beaux Arts united Atelier members Fisher, Varian, DeBoer, and Thompson in a fellowship
of arts and aesthetic design.
Geographic significance: DeBoer sought to design his landscape around the City Ditch and the lush
vegetation which had taken root along its path. The grounds were DeBoer's calling card: the tower was
featured on his stationery, a Paris garden magazine photographed his pergola, and perhaps Colorado's
tallest tree shaded the more personal family areas. When DeBoer acceded to subdivision in 1950, he
designed a cul-de-sac that would limit traffic, allow him to retain his southerly plots, and maintain the
forested enclave that has long separated this area from what he called "the ugly and the greedy" in much
of south Denver.
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Preface
The DeBoer Neighborhood Preservation Committee is pleased to submit this application, which
incorporates additional research into the district's historical significance.
Two new sections have therefore been included:
•
•

Overview
Landscape

Less consequential changes were made to other sections, mostly stylistic in nature. One
exception is the composition of lots in the proposed district. Whereas the initial application
included 2253 South Piñon Court as a noncontributing structure within the district, further
investigation indicated that it was neither essential to district integrity nor compelling as a
historic structure. Lot 6 has therefore been removed from the district.

The story of the trees on Federal Boulevard I wish I could erase
from my memory… The trees were fully grown but they had not
been watered for several years… The park engineer who had
neglected the trees had them cut down. It was wholesale
slaughter, and I am still ashamed that Denver could have an
experience like this.
- S. R. DeBoer, "Plans, Parks, and People"
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The District
Identification
District Boundaries

To the south, Iliff Avenue provides the district's most prominent
traffic boundary. On the west is the Archdiocese of Denver (2250
Logan). The City and County of Denver owns the parcel to the
east (2285 South Washington). The northern boundary is defined
by irregular parcels and an oblong cul-de-sac.

Legal Description

Lots 7-11, DeBoer Park Subdivision.

Historic Name of District

S. R. DeBoer Historic District

Historic and Present Uses

One of Denver's oldest extant farmhouses was built on this site in
1876. S. R. DeBoer purchased the area in 1920, constructing a
home office, art studio, cottage, and family residence. All
structures are presently in use as residences.

Zone Districts

R2

Figure 1:
Aerial photo of
Piñon Court and
surroundings,
2006 (courtesy,
Terra Server USA).
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Landscape
S. R. DeBoer purchased this property in 1920 because he was captivated by the land. Over the
next 54 years, he lived here and worked here, creating a private park estate that was both
aesthetically pleasing and uniquely fitted to his life and work.
Though the District is now comprised of five separate residential lots, each structure was the fruit
of DeBoer's labor. One was his personally-expanded farmhouse. Another was a private office he
helped design. Downstream was a studio he built for a painter friend, contemporaneous to the
nearby cottage which he rented to artists. Later, he sold a section to his 38-year-old married
daughter so she could raise his grandkids in a mid-century ranch. Even after DeBoer subdivided
the area in 1950 and sold off lots further north, the southerly lots remained the personal domain
of S. R. DeBoer plus family and friends until his death in 1974.

Figure 2:
Structures and landscaping within the
District. Contributing structures in
red, noncontributing structures in
grey. (Courtesy, Mundus Bishop
Design).

If DeBoer was the central character in the development of this District, then the Ditch was the
primary organizing principle. The stream drew DeBoer to these grounds, not only as an expert
landscaper who wanted to launch his own business, but also as a European who reminisced of
youthful days in Holland, where canals and bridges and greenery abound.
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The Baist map below shows the farmhouse essentially as it was in 1920: a solitary structure
nestled up against the City Ditch. Central to the life of early Denver, the Ditch provided water,
irrigation, and waste removal.
1905 Baist map [Courtesy DPL]

Within a decade, DeBoer had expanded along the waterway. He paid little heed to the Iliff
streetscape, and instead developed along side the flowing stream.
1930 Sanborn map [Courtesy DPL]

Looking at the land today, we discover these strangely shaped lots tucked against an irregular
cul-de-sac. But we also see vestiges of an landscaper's eye, and a sensitive use of space for his
public and private estate.
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As his design studio, the Tudor represented public space for DeBoer, inviting visitors from Iliff
with an unencumbered front setback by a meandering flagstone walk.
Tudor photo, c1940 [Courtesy DPL]

▲

Point of view diagram above

DeBoer's private spaces, meanwhile, were subtly withdrawn without being hidden. Setting aside
each property with soft landscape features such as trees and shrubs, DeBoer used living barriers
to form unique outdoor "rooms." Residents are thus drawn into nature even as the city hurries by
just a few hundred feet away.
Brick walls had no place here, where the environment was more appropriately laced with
wooden bridges and informal stone paths. Hardscape was eschewed, with driveways made of
gravel or simply worn over grass. Bridges and footpaths characterized the historic
interconnections between properties, providing what DeBoer described as:
an atmosphere of peace, an air of quiet… to the poor, driven creature of today,
a simple footpath, muddy underfoot, perhaps, but quiet overhead, might be a
real Godsend… Our present civilization needs these spots out-door quiet more
than it needs anything else, and it may be that the next generation will have
accommodated themselves still less to the mechanical age and will need them
still more than we.
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Statement of Significance
HISTORY
(1a) Few people had a more direct impact on the contours of Denver than Saco Rienk
DeBoer. As a city planner, he co-authored Denver's first zoning code, devised many of its
roadways, and developed its mountain parks. As a landscape
Regis College
architect, his work was planted in dozens of city parks,
Civis Princeps award, 1972
hundreds of private gardens, and thousands of city trees.
DeBoer helped plan cities throughout Colorado (e.g.,
Greeley, Grand Junction, Boulder, Golden, Longmont,
Aurora, Fort Collins, and Englewood) and many other cities
throughout the West. His vision extended to entire states, as
he spent a decade planning resources for Utah, New Mexico,
and Wyoming.
More expansively, DeBoer articulated the content and design
of the Rocky Mountain urban landscape. With hundreds of
publications on everything from soil characteristics to
aesthetic design, his work served to make cities green,
beautiful, and livable.

"Many a good and generous man
aspires to put a personal mark on
his own city. Few have done so as
indelibly – though as unobtrusively
– as Saco Rienk DeBoer… His was
a 'voice before its time,' not only in
ecological awareness, but in his
concern over the 'modern' tendency
towards dehumanization. He is
perhaps more responsible than
anyone else for Denver's park and
parkway system and the Denver
Botanic Gardens."

(1b) Called the "dean of Colorado painters," John Edward Thompson maintained his
studio on this site. Credited with introducing modern art to the Rocky Mountain West, he used
his mural studio to create signature works of the like found in St. Martin's Chapel, the Brown
Palace, Denver University Theatre, and Denver National Bank.
As founder of the Chappell School of Art (forerunner to the Denver Art Museum) and longtime
head of University of Denver's Fine Arts department, Thompson brought his disciples here.
Acclaimed artists John Ford and Elizabeth Stinchfield rented the cottage, working alongside their
friends and mentors. Josef Bakos and Frank Vavra also worked with Thompson here, reflected in
their abstract paintings depicting the aesthetic landscape. The studio and cottage thus nurtured
artists who were innovating new aesthetic palettes for a region often mired in more traditional
motifs.
ARCHITECTURE
(2b) The structures in the District were created by some of Denver's best architects. The
Tudor office at 515 East Iliff Avenue was designed by Lester Varian, a former student of
Chifflot and member of Barber's famous Beaux-Arts Atelier. Soon thereafter, famed architect
Arthur Addison Fisher designed Thompson's unique mural studio at 2260 South Piñon.
S. R. DeBoer also had a hand in the design of the buildings, both through the influence of his
landscape design and in concept of the structures. His personal talents in this area – reflected in
his early architectural studies, his work with his architect father, and the honorary membership
granted by the American Institute of Architects – can also be seen in the buildings.
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(2c) The architectural designs represent significant innovation. Designing a building for the
avante-guarde murals of the 1930s demanded unique dimensions, and Fisher's use of the Spanish
Eclectic style made the Studio unique. Meanwhile, DeBoer insisted that his Tudor office be
distinctive. He asked that builders incorporate a wavy pattern of brickwork and shingles rarely
seen in Denver. Against initial objections, he also convinced architect Varian to include the
signature tower that so defines his Tudor. Modeled after a structure in his hometown of Ureterp,
Holland, the tower immediately become DeBoer's primary professional image placed atop all
corporate stationery.
(2a) The District thus offers a microcosm of distinctive architectural styles, with each
structure well-fitted to its time and place. One of the oldest existing homes in Denver, the 1876
farmhouse at 501 East Iliff has retained a vernacular, wooden, front-gabled style. The 1929-30
Tudor office, Spanish Eclectic studio, and small Cottage similarly reflected distinguishing
characteristics of contemporary styles. As a final addition, the 1955-era mid-century modern
ranch at 575 East Iliff revealed the "Usonian" architectural forms of Frank Lloyd Wright and
Victor Hornbein.
GEOGRAPHY
(3b) Landscape architects create distinctive living environments by sculpting geography with
structures, earthen forms, and vegetation. Master architect S. R. DeBoer spent more than fifty
years crafting this space for his home and office.
DeBoer bought this property because its geography was already distinct. The City Ditch brought
water and natural vegetation to the land, making it an ideal place for his garden showcase,
including an extremely rare Mongolian Oak and remnants of a gigantic cottonwood tree which
he believed to be the largest in the state.
Because of the Ditch, even the structural geography is unique. Whereas most Denver homes are
defined by streets and alleys, DeBoer oriented his structures along the meandering stream. The
1876 farmhouse which started this trend reminds us how important the Ditch's water was in the
daily life of early Denverites for cooking, drinking, irrigation, and waste.
Most importantly, this space reflects the professional aesthetic of master architect S. R. DeBoer.
The Tudor office remains the most public space, drawing the attention of passers-by. Meanwhile,
DeBoer's private homes were shielded from view by foliage. Residents enjoyed the sheltered
outdoor "rooms" of landscape design, with interconnections between homes in informal
pathways and now-destroyed bridges. Even amidst recent neglect, the unifying principles of
DeBoer's living landscape remain both evident and vibrant.
(3c) Breaking up the traditional city pattern, the design of the District revealed a self-conscious
separation from the monotonous Denver grid. Not intended to be just another south Denver
subdivision, this city planner created his cul-de-sac as an island apart. Interviewed by Denver
Post reporter Joanne Ditmer in his 80s, DeBoer proudly pointed out that although the busy
thoroughfare of Logan Street was only several hundred feet away, the garden rooms in his
forested enclave still felt like the country.
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DeBoer's Impact
S. R. DeBoer was a pioneer with a difference – a visionary who would beautify
the rambunctious, barren West. A planner of vast imagination, S. R. was also a
pragmatist who could dicker to make his dream a reality. His brilliant
imagination and perseverance left a legacy of beauty that enriches us all.
– Joanne Ditmer, reporter
[DeBoer had] a sense of the modern city as a place characterized by its ugliness,
an ugliness produced by the apparent absolute triumph of the economic principle
over the aesthetic one.
– William Allen West, historian
S. R. DeBoer was a man who paid constant and earnest attention to his city.
Looking at his drawings, from his early suggestions that Denver streets be
planted as 'flower trails,' parks be laid out in the floodways, the mountain view be
dramatized from Stapleton Airport, and Denver's Civic Center be truly a Grand
Plan – one who knows that here is the record of a citizen and planner who, for
fifty years, dreamed and labored tenaciously to provide his city with an urban
environment of civilized beauty.
– Helen Arndt, city planner
In spring snow on Speer Boulevard, have you ever been surprised by the
forsythia? Have you watched the squirrels gather acorns in Civic Center's oak
forest, seen the larch trees on Seventh Avenue Parkway, the secret spruce nooks
in city parks, and the floral, pine parkway to Stapleton Airport? These are
fragments of the green dreams of S. R. DeBoer, who spent a long lifetime bending
Denver's grid pattern growth and coaxing the Great American Desert into bloom.
– Tom Noel, historian
The city and regional planning work DeBoer accomplished is too broad-ranging,
voluminous, eclectic, pragmatic, and as yet unstudied to characterize briefly. His
long career also spanned the great trauma of shifting from streetcar-based to
auto-based city design, and this complicates things further. But he certainly did
do it all: early 'City Beautiful' baroque for Grand Junction; park, boulevard,
classical civic center, and Depression public housing plans for Denver; zoning
schemes for Colorado small towns; mountain park and ring road regional plans
for the metropolitan area; and romantic, shopping-basket suburban layouts for
Cherry Hills Village. A recurring theme seems to be, however, the honorable
struggle to integrate the romantic classicism of the American City Beautiful
movement into a dynamic, young, frontier urban culture generally enamored with
quick market return and impulsive auto mobility. His numerous attempts and
successes were remarkable, and even his failures are highly instructive.
– David Hill, city planner

S. R. DeBoer Historic District

Recurring motifs in DeBoer's residential landscapes are informal lawn areas
bordered by masses of trees, shrubs, and evergreens; paths of random flagstone
leading to a patio or shelter; water features such as pools, streams, ponds, or
fountains; and, of course, areas for flower beds. Always there is his innovative
selection of experimental plant material: oaks, lindens, larch, red bed, and other
specimens not generally in use at the time – all surviving for our benefit today.
– Jane Silverstein Ries, landscape architect
Washington Park – The great expanse of lawn, so well used by ball players, had
the hansomest lilac bush in Denver at the south end. Was it a DeBoer planting?
Sunken Gardens – Alas! The DeBoer pond is gone. Cheesman Park – DeBoer
tried to solve the problem, still with us, of cars speeding through the park by
closing off Franklin Street to make a pedestrian mall 'Unter den Linden."
– Louisa Ward Arps, historian
Our world has been enriched by the imagination and tireless effort of S. R.
DeBoer. It is fitting that the papers documenting the work of his creative lifetime
be preserved to instruct and inspire future generations of landscape architects,
city planners, and urban historians.
– Janis Falkenberg, archivist

Above quotes from 1983 Denver Public Library program, "S. R. DeBoer Collection."
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Letter from Panayoti Kelaidis
Director, Denver Botanic Gardens Outreach
April 5, 2006
S.R. DeBoer is generally acknowledged to be the most influential and far reaching
20th Century horticulturist not only in the Denver area, but throughout the Rocky
Mountain Region. His reputation is based not just on the vast quantity of parks,
institutional landscapes and private homes that his firm designed, but on the
sensitivity to plant selection and siting, and especially his creativity in developing
new tree and shrub crops for these sites. It could said, quite fairly, that he invented
the regional plant palette. The archives for much of his personal and professional
effects were deemed significant enough that they are preserved in perpetuity at the
Denver Public Library.
His elegant Tudor across from Harvard Park became a hub for many of his
activities. Symbolically, the cover of his autobiography, published as an extra large
issue of Denver Botanic Gardens’ quarterly journal, shows his front door (still
extant) opening up to a vista of his front yard and the view beyond. Although I
have not studied landscape at the entire complex of houses that DeBoer once
owned in this neighborhood, it is apparent that DeBoer took great care in planting
the area to special trees and shrubs in his characteristically naturalistic style. There
is a unique specimen of Mongolian Oak (Quercus mongolica) directly in front of
his front door, certainly the only specimen of this species of oak growing anywhere
without a thousand or more miles radius of the Denver area. I believe the Harvard
Park neighborhood was DeBoer’s laboratory where he experimented with a wide
range of plants that he would subsequently utilize throughout the city if they
fulfilled his expectations.
It could be said that S.R. DeBoer is the Frederick Law Olmsted of Western
America. Olmsted is regarded as the father of Landscape Architecture in America,
and he preceded DeBoer by a half century, but Western America is considerably
younger than the East Coast landscapes that Olmsted inherited and helped
transform into “Cities Beautiful.” Arriving as he did, when the West was still
young, DeBoer was able to have an extraordinary impact on shaping the western
cityscape. I doubt that any other single Western individual—landscape architect,
conventional architect, civic planner—could hold a candle to DeBoer when it
comes to the scale of his accomplishments and the integrity of the artistic vision
with which these were achieved. I think it could be said that DeBoer is very much
the father of the Rocky Mountain urban landscape.
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History
Period of Significance
The District's period of significance is from 1876 to 1974. Beginning with the original farmhouse
on the Frederick Johns estate, the District's integrity was perpetuated by S. R. DeBoer, who
bought the estate in 1920. Implanting his offices, his personal life, and his artistic cohorts in the
area, DeBoer constructed a legacy that has lasted long after his death.

Early Development
Tenure in this area can be traced to the beginning of white settlement in the area. Half a mile
away, Montana City was founded in the summer of 1858 as the region's first Anglo town. On this
"beautiful point of land surrounded on three sides by the Platte River and heavy cottonwood
timber, opening out on the southeast to the boundless plain," founders Josiah Hinman and
William Boyer led prospectors to a spot on the river just north of Iliff Avenue. The abundant
trees provided ready lumber, enabling pioneers to both lay out streets and construct twenty log
cabins before winter struck.
Montana City did not long survive, but the area's natural resources induced Benjamin Hammar to
claim 160 acres even before this spot was opened for settlement. He formally received his
allotment on June 25, 1866 through the liberal statutes of the 1841 Preemption Act. While
Denver was still just a small town in the distance, he sold the land on September 10, 1867 to
Richard and Leannah Beeson. No records indicate what they did with the land, but Beeson's
occupation as farmer and stockman makes it easy to presume the land was put to use – especially
given the ready access to water provided by John W Smith's new canal.
The first home in the area was likely built by the next owners: Frederick W and Georgeanna
Johns. DeBoer himself understood the home to be "probably one of the oldest houses in South
Denver". Indeed, the Assessor's office lists the home as one of only 15 extant structures from the
period before 1877, one of very few farmhouses remaining from pioneer days.
Location featured prominently in the property's 1887 sale. The deed specifically included "all
water rights and privileges belonging to said land from the City Ditch and the Platte Land
Company - subject to a private right of way off west side granted to Mary C Brombush granted
April 4, 1882." The new owners were James M Ellis and John L Fetzer, who were fairly
prominent in their own right: Ellis became Denver's city attorney, and Fetzer was superintendent
of schools.
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Figure 4: 1901 Willits map depicting the Fetzer homestead and
surrounding developments. [Courtesy Denver Public Library]

DeBoer Legacy
As a child in nineteenth-century Holland, Saco Rienk DeBoer had a typical upbringing. With a
family home that overlooked a large canal and contained an expansive garden, his daily
commute consisted of any hour-long trek to school, leading him to appreciate both strenuous
hikes and public walking paths. When his weak lungs drove him from engineering school,
DeBoer turned his focus toward landscape architecture. Eventually he had to leave Holland
altogether, traveling to the Rocky Mountain West, where his ailments would forever cease.
Colorado quickly welcomed its new man of the land, yet the elements that would define the S. R.
DeBoer Historic District remained firmly ingrained in his memories of the old world of his
childhood.
Employed by the Denver Parks Department in 1910, S. R. DeBoer served as the city's only tree
expert. As such, he both planned and planted many of the oldest trees found in the city's parks
and parkways. Civic Center Park, City Park, and Washington Park particularly benefited from
his expertise in the early years, while the design of Sunken Gardens and distribution of 40,000
elm trees to city residents further extended his legacy in the latter half of the decade.
1920 marked a momentous change in DeBoer's life. In that year, he began a landscape consulting
partnership with Walter Pesman, and soon quit his full-time job with the Parks Department.
Concurrent with that change was a new residence. As he wrote in a memoir 52 years later, it was
time for him to experience a "New Home in an Old House":
It was 1920 when our family moved into the old farm house on a five-acre tract
in South Denver, under the city ditch. I had purchased the land the year before.
The house is probably one of the oldest houses in South Denver. It took a lot of
work to make it livable and I still work on it.

S. R. DeBoer Historic District

We remodeled the chicken house into an office, put a pergola in front of it, and
a garden in front of that. My thought was that, being on the city ditch, we would
have enough water to make a small show garden as a build-up for a landscape
design office.
Original office space at 501 East Iliff. [Courtesy, Denver Public Library]

There were big cottonwoods on the place, planted at the time the city ditch was
built. One of them was, I believe, the tallest tree in Colorado – 112 feet tall. It is
still there but it is slowly dying. We were happy in the old place. The pergola
attracted much attention and its photograph was printed in a Paris garden
magazine.
The office building was designed by Lester Varian but he didn't put in the
tower; he thought it would be too expensive. I designed the tower myself, basing
it on my memory of the tower in our home town of Ureterp, in Holland. When it
was built, Lester Varian approved of it. The bricks of the office building are laid
in a kind of wavy line, something the bricklayer didn't appreciate. And the roof
shingles were also put on in wavy lines. There were people who thought I had
been cheated by drunken workmen, but that's the way I wanted it.
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The proposed S. R.
DeBoer Historic District
was thus more than just a
home for the talented
designer. With its aged
character and garden
potential already evident,
DeBoer made the land
into his own, using it as a
testing ground,
showplace, and personal
refuge. It evolved to his
design just as natively as
the plants he cultivated,
and grew apace with his
family and business.
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Anna Sophie Elizabeth Koster DeBoer, affectionately called "Anna Beth,"
in front of her home at 501 East Iliff [courtesy DPL]

DeBoer's impact upon the
city of Denver over the
next sixty years cannot be
underrated. In addition to shaping the content of virtually every city and mountain park, laying
out particular streets (e.g., Circle Drive) and subdivisions (e.g., Bonnie Brae), and directing
landscape design in the most expansive private gardens in town, DeBoer helped to introduce the
concept of zoning in the West. He was one of three zoning commissioners to draft the original
Denver city zoning ordinance, and consulted directly with the planning commission as the initial
Denver Plan was conceived in 1929.
Of course, DeBoer's formidable legacy extended beyond Denver. He designed the area's first
planned landscape subdivision, Lakewood's Glen Creighton. He made pioneering efforts in
Grand Junction in 1923 (which he called "the first time in the West, or maybe in America, where
city planning was extended into all the city's trade territory"). He directed Works Progress
Administration workers in their pioneering design for Red Rocks Amphitheatre. He also
contributed to wide-ranging mass transit plans, including Volumes 2 & 3 of the Denver Plan and
a separate Regional Plan calling for the Boulder Turnpike (US-36), Valley Highway (I-25), an
Auroran connector along 46th Avenue (I-70), and a beltway around the city (C-470).
After 1930, his new office at 515 East Iliff was home base for some of his nationally-significant
work. The Bureau of Reclamation hired him to design Boulder City in advance of the Hoover
Dam project. He spent the better part of the decade consulting with the National Resources
Planning Board on resource planning for the states of Utah, New Mexico, and Wyoming.
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515 East Iliff Avenue, c1940. The sign reads: "Studio / S. R. DeBoer / Landscape Architect"

[Courtesy, Denver Public Library]

DeBoer's comprehension of aesthetic design was more than just the content of his work; it was
the conscious principle reflected in his own home's park-like setting. The verdant surroundings
on Iliff Avenue mirrored the philosophy found in his autobiographical Around the Seasons,
which noted that "the open spaces that surround our homes are the greatest single asset of our
cities and far surpass the garden city idea… The only difference is that we have not bragged
about them in the press and magazines, and have taken them for granted."

DeBoer family outing, c1925 [Courtesy DPL]

One Sunday we spent hours in
the foothills trying to find a nice
place to eat our lunch. We
returned without finding it.
There was no nice place left
anywhere it seemed. We
returned home and built a fire
on the ditch bank in the back
yard. This ditch bank has large
cottonwoods as it ought to have
and is a delightful picnic spot as
we discovered that day.
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The importance of these grounds was obvious to the DeBoer relatives. As late as the 1980s, his
son-in-law Thomas Wistar Wright would walk visitors around the yard making a show of the
property's important trees. One of the yard's great oaks, for instance, had been imported by
DeBoer. Planted as an experiment, it became the only oak of its kind ever to grow here, causing
amazed staff members from the Botanic Gardens to stop and gawk. The fact that Denver in 1933
could boast 105 different species of trees representing 23 distinct families and 37 genera is likely
due to the pioneering efforts engaged in this proposed historic District. DeBoer can be credited
not only with planting the popular purple Japanese crabapple trees along Marion Street Parkway,
but also for founding the Denver Botanic Gardens. As late as 1972, he promoted the
diversification of area flora, claiming that "the great need of Denver is for experimentation with
trees."
The proposed S. R. DeBoer Historic District thus represents a balance between aesthetics and
efficiency, beauty and utility. Even as the aesthetically-inclined City Beautiful movement was
followed by a focus on the efficiency of city services, DeBoer straddled the changing concepts
comfortably. As he wrote in 1972 on "Plans, Parks,
and People":
John Thompson, painting a landscape
in front of his studio at 2260 South Piñon Court, c1940

Planners do not learn about aesthetics anymore, and he who mentions the need for an
attractive layout with trees and flowers gets
laughed at. I do not say that our cities must
be beautified at great expense; I say that
they may be made attractive and livable. The
more people live in skyscrapers, the greater
is the need for a little green grass on the
ground.

Artistic Community
DeBoer's principles of natural aesthetics reflected a
general interest in the arts. He occasionally wrote
poetry and even some works of fiction. Yet
DeBoer's imagination was limited: he couldn't help
but place his characters in real locations, using them
to explore the city planning issues, landscape
problems, and zoning concerns that animated his
own real-world life.
Yet the artistic impulse spilled over into DeBoer's
subdivision. In the midst of his acreage on Iliff
Avenue, he constructed an art studio at 519 Iliff
(known now as 2260 South Piñon Court) for his
friend John Thompson, whose presence on this site
was significant in its own right.
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Often called "the dean of Colorado painters," John Edward Thompson introduced modern art to
Denver in 1918, when he and his group of artists presented an exhibition at the Colorado
Armory.
Rocky Mountain News, April 13, 1919

Rocky Mountain News, April 13, 1919

Born in Buffalo, New York, Thompson had begun his formal art studies with noted illustrator
Lucius Hitchcock. After studying for two years at the Art Students League in New York City, he
enrolled in Paris' Academie Julien. Influenced by the tutelage of such renowned figures as Jean
Paul Laurens, he established a European reputation while still in his twenties. Spending a year in
Laren, a famous painting village in Holland, Thompson also met Josef Israels and Albert
Neuhys. Returning to Paris, he found himself invited to the salon of Gertrude Stein and soon was
living in the home of George Sand. In a picturesque French village of Gargilesse, Thompson
found himself surrounded by natural light painting landscapes in the style of Paul Cezanne. This
was the romantic setting that he would recreate in 1930s, amidst the forested arts compound of
landscape architect, city planner, and arts patron S. R. DeBoer.
Driven back to the United States by World War I, Thompson found himself drawn to depictions
of the American West. A railroad agent recommended Pine, Colorado for its fine quality of
mountain light, which was enough to send Thompson packing. He soon landed in Denver,
drawing friends and artists such as Josef Bakos and Walter Mruk to his own small art colony.
Though some departed to form the Santa Fe community known as "Los Cinco Pintores,"
Thompson's leadership introduced modernist European styles to a region long-resistant to
nontraditional art forms.
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As Thompson's local patronage grew, he was drawn into the civic circle of S. R. DeBoer and
others. Their social network encouraged professional collaboration, especially with the highly
regarded architectural firm of Fisher & Fisher, reinforcing the call for Thompson's mural work
and DeBoer's landscape designs throughout the city. DeBoer would also write letters on
Thompson's behalf, recommending him to Mayor Stapleton for a seat on the Denver Art
Commission in 1937, and partnering with another fellow Atelier member, George Cranmer, on
commissions for the Public Works Department.
Though John Thompson enjoyed his work at the Chappell House studio and life in his nearby
home at 1985 South Pennsylvania, provisions for a large, naturally-lit studio to paint his murals
were lacking. So DeBoer commissioned Fisher & Fisher to construct an art studio on East Iliff,
ultimately transforming DeBoer's forested oasis into something of an artistic refuge from what he
liked to call the "ugly and the greedy" in much of south Denver.
Thompson didn't live on the site, but visited frequently to work, as shown sketching a mural for
St Martin's Chapel in the article below:
Courtesy, Denver Public Library
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Other murals were completed for such prominent sites as the Denver University Theatre, Denver
National Bank, Polo Club, International Trust Building, Midland Savings, Symes Building, the
offices of Fisher & Fisher, and the old Casanova Room in the Brown Palace.
As a member of the Denver Atelier, an exclusive network of leaders in the arts and architecture
community, Thompson also used the studio as a social gathering spot. Frederick Law Olmstead
Jr, Jacques Benedict, Burnham Hoyt, and other notables interested in the American Beaux-Arts
tradition joined him. Their monthly meetings would often feature nude models, enabling
members to practice their sketchwork in a supportive environment while enjoying the pleasures
of homemade juniper-berry wine.
According to Elizabeth Schlosser's Modern Art in Denver (1919-1960), "Thompson focused his work
on painting nature, especially the mountains, cabins, and mines, as in the watercolor in Plate 3.
He also painted portraits and still lifes. His canvas became a pattern of lanes organized by color
with perspective achieved, not by converging lines, but by intersecting and overlapping planes of
color. Thompson strove to reveal nature in the shape of the cylinder, the sphere, and the cone. He
focused on selecting and harmonizing beauty in fitting backgrounds."
When not painting murals in the studio or visiting with his friends from the Atelier, Thompson
could be found on the grounds of the DeBoer homestead drawing images of the nature all around
him. Below is a 1937 work entitled "House in the Woods," which provides a near-replica of the
cottage at 517 East Iliff and the large oak which stands beside it.

Courtesy, Savageau Gallery
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Thompson wasn't the only one to paint the cottage. So did his student and University of Denver
colleague, Josef Bakos.

Courtesy, Deborah Wadsworth

Thompson's genius led to exhibitions in some of the most prestigious art galleries in the country,
including the Art Institute of Chicago, New York World's Fair, Philadelphia Sesqui-Centennial
Exhibition, San Francisco's Grand Palace of the Legion of Honor, and the Corcoran Museum in
Washington D.C. Donald Baer, the director of the Santa Barbara Museum of Art, noted “I have
never in my life met anyone… who knew so profoundly, so thoroughly and yet so simply and
directly what constituted great painting… I have never met anyone either, that could convey
what he knew with such clarity.” Such qualities led DeBoer to call his friend a "great artist and
philosopher."
Thompson bought the studio from DeBoer in 1933, and although he did not intended to use it as
a residence, he established the future home of his widow and sons after his death in 1945.
It should also be noted that Thompson wasn't the only "starving artist" to occupy the DeBoer
estate. As the Depression drove residents into ever more meager circumstances, the tiny structure
at 517 East Iliff known as The Cottage was let out to a string of renters. Landscape artist Estelle
Stinchfield moved in for 1931, replaced in 1934 by Mrs Lucille P Humphreys. In 1935,
newlyweds John Paul Ford and Dora Virginia (Mendelhall) Ford took over the rent. A year later,
electrical engineer Thomas Thiedemann moved in for two years. But the home truly stabilized in
1940 when Thomas and Martha D Chapman took their tenure. They would remain in the home
until 1950, after which Martha, following their divorce, occupied the structure alone for several
more years.
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Denver Householder Directories: 1931, 1934, and 1935, respectively. [Courtesy DPL]

Redevelopment
1950 was significant in the S. R. DeBoer homestead for yet another reason: it was the year
DeBoer finally subdivided the estate. Because of financial imperatives (businesses expenses and
government taxes), DeBoer had to sell. Rectangular northern lots were carved out of the old
cherry orchard in which the grandchildren used to pick fruit, but the original, irregularly-shaped
southerly lots would remain in family hands.
DeBoer mitigated the effects of subdivision by refusing to allow traffic to pass through the area.
Instead of providing a natural extension to Pennsylvania or Pearl Street, he created a cul-de-sac,
preserving the quiet employ of the street while still allowing for higher density.
The parcels were quickly sold off to developers, who held onto the land for a few years before
they homebuilding commenced. By 1955, however, nearly all of the parcels had been built upon,
and the DeBoers welcomed ten new neighbors into their midst.
DeBoer remained on the property for nearly another quarter century before passing away in 1974
at the age of 90. Over his lifetime, he had been recognized in many ways: as a Fellow in the
American Society of Landscape Architects; as a member of the Colorado State Planning Board,
by the American Institute of Planners, and by the Netherlands Institute for City Planning and
Housing. He received an Award of Merit from the Colorado Forestry and Horticulture
Association, lifetime membership in the Colorado Society of Engineers, and honorary
membership in both the American Institute of Architects and American Society of Planning
Officials. He was honored with a Distinguished Service Award from the American Institute of
City Planning in 1960, an Outstanding Achievement Award from the Colorado Nurserymen's
Association in 1961, a Distinguished Service Award from Americans by Choice in 1966, and
Regis College's Civis Princeps Award in 1972.
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But perhaps his greatest tribute abounds in the city itself, by the lands that he tended both
personally and professionally. His 1972 memoir ended with a eye towards both his legacy and
the future:

We must not stop in our planning for beauty. Our trees and parks
and gardens must be renewed constantly if we are to leave a decent
world for those who follow us. Now is the time to plan that world.
The city grows so fast that it will soon be too late if the
opportunities for making it beautiful are not grasped now.
– S. R. DeBoer, "Across The Seasons," p 212.
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Geography
The Landmark Preservation Ordinance specifically countenances the preservation of site
features. Guideline 24 references the significance of "walkways, fences, retaining walls,
landscaping, gardens, planted medians and tree lawns and monuments. These features are
important elements that create a context and setting for a historic building and often contribute to
its significance." Similarly, Guideline 25 supports the preservation of original landscape features
even where the landscape does not play an equal role in historical or social significance,
requesting that owners "[p]reserve original landscape features, such as walkways, fences, site
walls, street trees, special plantings and other ornamental site features, when feasible."
Site features in the proposed DeBoer District include an urban forest of many varieties of trees
and shrubs, as well as other stepping stones and long rows of plantings. Such improvements were
central to DeBoer’s vision of creating livable communities and thus would be central to
preservation.
We sense the area's significance in a 1914 report from the Colorado State Home for Dependent
and Neglected Children, which stood across Iliff Avenue from the DeBoer homestead:
The most noteworthy factor in the physical condition of the [State] Home is its
location. It is located in the city of Denver, accessible to a five-cent street-car
system, which makes it possible for all of the persons of the state who are
visiting the capital city to come to it quickly and cheaply and look over the
children to be placed out. While it is easy of access to streetcars, it is far away
from the congested part of the city, where it is able to establish a little
civilization of its own. The site is a most beautiful one, commanding an
uninterrupted view of the Rocky Mountains from Pike’s Peak to Long’s Peak.
The air is devoid of smoke or any contaminating element. The drainage is
perfect, by a gradual slope of which the water runs from the upper boundary
into the city ditch, which curves around just below the building and
playgrounds. Its location in Denver has other advantages besides accessibility,
as the Home enjoys the convenience of electric lights and has splendid city
sewer facilities.
Even today, Harvard Gulch offers expansive views of the front range in an area known as the
Sugarbowl. Indeed, preservation of the same is largely due to a March 24, 1983 ordinance
specifically preserving the mountain views from this vista.
Vestiges of the ditch also offer a unique geographic feature, one which in recent years has been a
great source of attraction to the foxes who have chosen to dwell in these environs.
The unity of the District's lots is bridged by the interlaced walkways which reflect the long
engrained history of contact here: between DeBoer's home, his office, his daughter's home, the
studio/residence of his friends, and the cottage where close neighbors have long lived, the
footpaths represent an integral element in the homestead's historic past.
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Private footpaths, 2006

Courtesy, Denver Public Library

In 1988, historian Joyce Summers noted that the tower stood with "its mellow red brick
smothered in green ivy, set back from the street in unkempt grounds." Though the grounds
remain unkempt, the horticultural legacy of the proposed historic District is thus just one more
way in which geography can be implicated in this unique and hardy area.

Is the idea of quiet places in a noisy world, natural beauty in a sea
of buildings and play in attractive surroundings become obsolete?
Do we still believe that trees and flowers are a worthwhile asset in
our cities?
- S. R. DeBoer, Around the Seasons
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DeBoer:

Present day city planning is cold, it's about moving
traffic, it's efficient. It’s not the driving idea that Mayor
Speer had in city planning to make the city beautiful.
Question: Don’t you think that idea is reviving?
DeBoer: Yes. But you wouldn’t dare talk about trees in a city
planning meeting.
- S. R. DeBoer, Oral History 1963
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Architecture
Inventory
Lot Address
7 501 East Iliff Avenue

Built
1876

Style
Vernacular/Front Gable

Contributing
Contributing

8

515 East Iliff Avenue

1931

Tudor Revival

Contributing

9

575 East Iliff Avenue

1955

Mid-Century Modern Ranch

Contributing

10

517 East Iliff Avenue

1929

Vernacular

Contributing

1930

Spanish Eclectic

Contributing

(not listed in current records)

11

2260 Piñon Court

Figure 2:
Dimension of proposed District,
Lots 7-11 [Courtesy, Denver
Assessor's Office]

Ownership Details
The five lots in the proposed S. R. DeBoer Historic District are owned by three sets of owners.
Two support the District; one does not.
LOT 7
Ana Novas
501 East Iliff Avenue, Denver CO 80210, (303) 733-1775
Property owner for 26 years
Supports historic district status
LOTS 8-10
515-575 East Iliff Avenue, Denver CO 80210, phone unknown
Elizabeth T. Wright Trust
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Trust of Saco DeBoer's daughter Elizabeth T. Wright, who died in 2005. The heirs do not
believe the property has an enduring historic value.
LOT 11
Mark S. & Leigh H. LaFon
2260 South Piñon Court, Denver CO 80210, (303) 744-7028
Property owners for 15 years
Support historic district status

Context
Four miles south of downtown Denver, the S. R. DeBoer Historic District is a quiet, residential
enclave anchored by large institutional neighbors. Across Iliff Avenue lies the 74-acre Harvard
Gulch Park, the former home of the State Home for Dependent and Neglected Children. The
Archdiocese of Denver and the City and County of Denver own parcels directly to the west and
east. The University of Denver also casts a large shadow over the area, standing just a half mile
to the east. With Porter Hospital and Rosedale Park each less than a half mile to the south, and
the commercial avenue of Broadway five blocks to the west, the district is bounded by powerful
forces.

Defining Features
The primary significance of this District is its association with S. R. DeBoer, Denver's foremost
pioneer in landscape architecture and city planning. The District includes his home, studio, and
the surrounding landscape where he experimented with growing various species in high arid
climates. The site provides an interesting side-by-side comparison of the evolution over 80 years
of residential architectural history in Denver.
Much of the construction in the proposed District can be viewed as part of DeBoer's attempt to
create a tiny, European-style art colony on East Iliff. He utilized picturesque landscape and
building design to separate the land from what DeBoer called the "ugly and the greedy" in much
of south Denver. In addition to the extensive landscaping that he planted, DeBoer used building
materials and designs that reinforced a naturalistic aesthetic. The use of brick laid in a wavy
pattern and wood siding show a desire to blend nonlinear styling within a natural landscape.
While the various styles of the buildings in the District make it impossible to characterize a
particular architectural style as the primary District style, the common character defining features
may be identified as natural materials with a high degree of craftsmanship all set in a lush green
oasis.

Alterations and Trends
The farmhouse at 501 East Iliff was constructed here in 1876 – or perhaps earlier. It sat virtually
alone on this site, perhaps with some smaller utility buildings until DeBoer began updates on the
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site in 1920. As he updated the home and converted a small chicken coop into an office, an
organic process of accretion emerged, adding structures to the site according to the needs of his
family, business, and friendships.
The office at 515 East Iliff was begun in 1929, providing a more impressive site for DeBoer's
burgeoning landscape consulting and city planning work. Soon thereafter came the construction
of an art studio at 2260 South Piñon (commonly called "the Studio") for his colleague and friend
John Thompson, along with a utility residence for artists (commonly called "the Cottage") at 517
East Iliff. Over time, the studio and cottage would provide both artistic utility and occasional
residence for "starving artists."
The maturation of DeBoer's daughter Elizabeth led him to develop new living spaces in the
District – first in an apartment space at 505 East Iliff and later (in 1955) at a more expansive
home denoted as 575 East Iliff. A family residence up to the present day, 575 Iliff was located
near to the office, the ancestral farmhouse, and the studio controlled by Thompson heirs. Those
facts along with DeBoer's ownership of the cottage would ensure vital connections among
District structures well up to the founder's death in 1974.

The beauty of our western cities is very largely due to our single
family homes.. They have made the cities of the mountain region the
garden cities par excellance.
- S. R. DeBoer, Community Planning Notes II
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Architectural Descriptions
501 East Iliff Avenue (contributing)
Built: 1876
Architect: Unknown
Original Owner: Frederick W Johns [presumed builder]
Current Owner: Ana Novas
Legal Description: Lot 7, DeBoer Park Subdivision

The original homestead in this area was created by Benjamin Hammar, who utilized the
Preemption Act to establish his claim in 1866. But he didn't stay long. A year later, he sold the
entire quarter section to farmer and stockman Richard Beeson, who retained title to the land for
nearly a decade. After two interim owners, the property fell into the hands of Frederick and
Georgeanna Johns, southern émigrés who together are believed to have founded this home –
which is now one of oldest homes in all of Denver [table provided on next page].
The Vernacular/Front Gable house left to posterity is indicative of early construction practices in
newly settled areas. No building permits are available from such an early date, but the simplicity
of the design and use of easily-shipped material such as wood framing represent predominant
styles of this era. While architecturally-similar houses are abundant in mountain communities
such as Georgetown or Idaho Springs, they are rare in Denver as most have been destroyed or
replaced.
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When S. R. DeBoer purchased what is now DeBoer Park Subdivision in 1920, he quickly began
to update the structure. Then listed as a two-story home with the rather slender dimensions of 10'
x 28', DeBoer spent $200 in 1920 to begin expanding the home to fit his needs. The resulting
structure is depicted in the 1940s-era photo below.

Source: Denver Public Library

Though the property now contains a non-historic addition and an updated facade, the original
form and scale of the house are clearly visible.
Oldest structures in Denver
Source: Denver Assessors Office, 2006
Built
1873
1874
1875
1875
1875
1875
1875
1876
1876
1876
1876
1876
1876
1876
1876
1877
1878
1878

Address
2918 Lafayette
644 Fox
1054 Kalamath
1353 Lipan
2433 Lawrence
2437 Lawrence
2547 Lawrence
2431 California
2515 16th
2534 West 38th
2647 17th
2958 Vallejo
417 Cherokee
501 East Iliff
75 Stuart
4868 Wyandot
3336 Tejon
444 Inca
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515 East Iliff Avenue (contributing)
Built: 1931
Architect: Lester Varian with later additions by S. R. DeBoer
Original Owner: S. R. DeBoer
Current Owner: Elizabeth T. Wright Trust
Legal Description: Lots 8, 10, and the west 8' of Lot 9, DeBoer Park
Subdivision

This Tudor Revival home represents one of the “eclectic” revival styles popular during the 1920s
and 1930s. Common elements of this style include brick construction, steep roof pitches, and tall,
narrow windows grouped together.
This structure also contains a
tower element that DeBoer
modeled after a structure in his
hometown of Ureterp, Holland, as
highlighted in the 1940s era
picture to the right, before the
addition of the westerly residence.
515 East Iliff Avenue first
appeared among city records in
1925. He used the property as his
office for both private and public
consulting work at the time, and
appeared to be doing well when a
permit for a $500 "brick or tile

Courtesy, Denver Public Library
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addition" with dimensions 12' x 19' was filed in 1925.
But even that soon proved inadequate. In 1930 a "brick addition to present studio" was
completed along with a garage. The $3000 investment provided an additional room to grow: 32'
x 45 'x 15', to be exact.
DeBoer soon converted part of the building into a residence. The 1938 effort to "alter masonry
building into apartment" would cost him only $500, perhaps because he hired friends to help
him. Construction was captured on film as per the scrapbook image below, entitled "Dave
Weaver, working on DeBoer apartment."

Courtesy, Denver Public Library

Incorporating a wavy pattern in both the bricks and roof design, DeBoer wrote that visitors to his
office wondered whether he had been “cheated by drunken workmen.” Clearly visible in the
picture above, this design was relatively unique, yet fit well within the handcrafted construction
motif common to Tudor Revival homes.
Another important feature of the house was on the interior. Inside the entranceway, the ceiling
had been hand painted. Its provenance was discussed in an oral interview conducted on
November 22, 1963 (the day, coincidentally, that President Kennedy was shot).
The interviewer remarked, "This ceiling looks as though this might be John Thompson’s work."
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DeBoer responded:
That’s John’s own work. The ceiling is worth more than the building.
He coughed, and then added:
I was very fond of John Thompson. He was a wonderful man.
The picture below shows some of this valuable ceiling just inside the door of the Tudor.

Courtesy, Denver Public Library
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575 East Iliff Avenue (Contributing)
Built: 1955
Architect: Thomas Wistar Wright
Original Owner: S. R. DeBoer
Current Owner: Elizabeth T. Wright Trust & Thomas W. Wright
Legal Description: Lot 9 except the west 8' thereof, DeBoer Park
Subdivision

This Mid-Century Modern Ranch was designed and built by S. R. DeBoer's son-in-law, Thomas
Wistar Wright, with the help of an interior designer and a handyman. Featuring low roof lines
and open living areas, Mid Century Modern Ranches typically included a combination of brick
wood and other natural materials. Frank Lloyd Wright experimented with this style between
1930 and 1950, developing small one-story structures set on concrete slabs with open carports
and kitchens incorporated into the living areas. With an intention to provide affordable, welldesigned housing for the masses, Wright believed such homes represented "Usonian"
architecture (abbreviated for the "United States of North America").
575 East Iliff exhibits many influences from this movement, and was oriented on this site so as to
maximize both the sun's rays and the home's (now-obstructed) view of the mountains. The glass
walls are especially interesting, linking the living room, dining room and kitchen with southern
exposure, as the clerestory windows bring sunlight into the interior of the home, exemplifying
1950s-era, cutting-edge passive solar design.
Thomas Wistar Wright was also responsible for 1970s carport constructed to the rear of the
home, designed after an article he found in Popular Science magazine.
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517 East Iliff Avenue (Contributing)
Built: 1929
Original Owner: S. R. DeBoer
Current Owner: Elizabeth T. Wright Trust
Legal Description: Not separately listed from 515 East Iliff, which
is defined as Lots 8, 10, and the west 8' of Lot 9 of the DeBoer
Park Subdivision

Though 517 East Iliff has inexplicably been unlisted in official city records for many years, the
structure can be dated back to 1929, when it was first listed in the Polk Household Directory. It
seems to have been built contemporaneous to DeBoer's expanded office at 515 East Iliff and the
art studio at 2260 South Piñon Court. Indeed, the 1930 tap record for this property indicates that
515 and 517 East Iliff received water service simultaneously. Meanwhile, the studio on Piñon
Court remained without a tap, and artists or visitors who desired water had to visit the cottage or
dip into the City Ditch.
Commonly called "The Cottage," the structure welcomed a variety of artists throughout the Great
Depression. Oral histories suggest that the building did not serve as a home in these early years,
but instead offered a shed for the property's landscaping staff and visiting painters.
It may even date to 1924, when a $200 permit was issued for the residents of 501 East Iliff to
alter a frame barn on their property with dimensions 18' x 21'.
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In addition to working in and around the property, Thompson occasionally painted images of the
cottage. Below is one such portrayal, which is dated from 1943, identified at the Kirkland
Museum as Thompson's studio on East Iliff.

Courtesy, Kirtland Museum

Below is an image of the cottage as it appeared in the 1990s, with completed stucco and a simple
paint finish. The alteration of the original wood windows represents the most significant change
to the structure's appearance.
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2260 South Piñon Court (Contributing)
Built: 1930
Architect: Fisher and Fisher
Original Owners: S. R. DeBoer, soon followed by John E
Thompson
Current Owner: Mark & Leigh LaFon
Legal Description: Lot 11, DeBoer Park Subdivision

Commonly called "The Studio," this structure has been listed as 519 East Iliff and 2255 South
Pearl as well as its current designation at 2260 South Piñon Court.
The structure exhibits many characteristics of the Spanish Eclectic style popular in the 1920s.
Similar to other revival styles from this time, Spanish Eclectic drew from exotic sources for
architectural inspiration. This style typically includes low-pitched roofs lines with minimal
eaves, red tile roof coverings, one or more prominent arches, stucco wall surface, and
asymmetrical facades – all of which are exhibited in this structure.
Believed to have been built for S. R. DeBoer by his architectural colleague, Arthur A. Fisher, the
studio features a vaulted 3-story interior and a 15' tall translucent pebble-glass window. Such
unique elements reflect the structure's intended use as a site for mural construction – most
notably by artist John E Thompson.
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Aside from a small front porch (which the owners anticipate removing when the interior remodel
is complete), the original studio remains fundamentally unaltered. A non-historical, freestanding
garage depicted below was added to the property in 1992, matching many of the distinctive
architectural features of the original Fisher home.

Though beauty may be destroyed very easily, it hardly ever slips
into a plan without someone’s effort.
- S. R. DeBoer, The Development of Real Estate
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Appendix
Timeline
1858

Montana City is founded on the river between present-day Iliff and Evans avenues.

1866

Benjamin Hammar claims 160 acres through the Preemption Act [June 25].

1867

Richard & Leeanah D Beeson purchase the land [September 10].

1874

After the land is broken up, John Watkins briefly holds title to 40 acres [April 3].

1875

Frederick W and Georgeanna Johns become the new owners [February 12].

1876

Historic farmhouse at 501 East Iliff is built.

1887

James M Ellis and John L Fetzer purchase 10 acres for $4800, complete with water rights
[March 8].

1920

S R DeBoer purchases the property [March 20].

1929

The cottage at 517 East Iliff is built.

1930

The studio at 2260 South Piñon Court is built by Arthur Fisher. John Thompson becomes
its first occupant, and purchases it three years later (October 9, 1933).

1931

The office at 515 East Iliff is completed by Lester Varian.

1950

S R DeBoer subdivides the property as DeBoer Park Subdivision [December 1].

1955

The mid-century ranch at 575 East Iliff is built for DeBoer's daughter, Elizabeth Wright.

1974

S R DeBoer dies [August 16].

My boyhood dreams of designing bridges to span the canyons of the
Alps never materialized, but, if my scribbles, my words, and my
hopes have led toward bringing beauty to the treeless cities and
plains of Colorado, I will be satisfied.
– S. R. DeBoer, Around the Seasons
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Cities, like humans, have prides and worries, have or lack
imagination, have or lack courage, have or lack a sense and
desire for beauty.
- S. R. DeBoer, One Man's Vision

From S.R. DeBoer, Around The Seasons (Denver: Smith-Brooks Press, 1948), p.138.
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